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ABSTRACT 
A characterization of strict sign-regular matrices is obtained. It is given in an 
algorithmic form which allows the easy construction of a test to check if a matrix is 
strictly sign-regular. The test is based on the Neville elimination of several submatri- 
ces of A and requires less computational work than those which can be derived from 
other previously known characterizations of these matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
An n X n matrix A is said to be sign-regular if for each 1 < k < n all its 
minors of order k have the same sign (in the sense that the product of any 
two of them is greater than or equal to zero). The matrix is called strictly 
sign-regular (SSR for brevity) if for each 1 < k < n all its minors of order k 
are different from zero and have the same sign. Totally positive (strictly 
totally positive) matrices are matrices with all their minors greater than or 
equal to zero (greater than zero). 
Sign regularity was studied in [I21 as an extension of the theory of total 
positivity, which has important applications in many scientific fields. Sign-reg- 
ular matrices were also studied for instance in [l]. One of the interesting 
aspects of them is that they are characterized by some variation-diminishing 
properties which are useful for shape-preserving representations in com- 
puter-aided geometric design (see [lo, 11, 21). In particular, a characteriza- 
tion of this type for SSR matrices is given by Theorem 5.3 of [l]. In the last 
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years [6-g] we have obtained different characterizations of totally positive and 
strictly totally positive (STP) matrices, which have improved several previous 
results (see [l, 31). Some of our results lead to tests to check the total 
posititity or strict total positivity of the matrix, and in general are based on 
the use of the so-called Neville elimination. This elimination process was 
described in detail in [6] and will be briefly recalled at the end of this section. 
A different approach to SSR matrices in terms of matrix intervals was 
obtained in [5]. 
On the other hand, Theorem 2.5 of [l] states that only the signs of the 
minors with consecutive rows and columns of a matrix are needed to decide 
whether or not the matrix is SSR. Since this is an extension of an old result [4, 
121 for STP matrices which was recently improved in Theorem 4.3 of [6], the 
question arises if a similar improvement can be obtained for strict sign 
regularity. As we shall see in Section 2, the answer is negative, but we obtain 
there some necessary conditions for the strict sign regularity of a matrix. 
Moreover, in Section 4 (Theorem 4.1) we give some conditions which are 
necessary and sufficient. The theorem is given in an algorithmic form that 
leads to the easy construction of a test to check the strict sign regularity of a 
matrix. In preparation, Section 3 is used to study some particular cases of 
SSR matrices (mainly STP and strictly totally negative matrices) which allow 
one to simplify the test. The computational cost of the test is considerably 
lower than those which can be derived from Theorem 2.5 of [l]. 
Our notation follows, in essence, that of [l], [6], and [9]. Given k, n E N, 
l<k~n,Q~,~ will denote the set of all increasing sequences of k natural 
numbers less than or equal to n. 
Let A be a real square matrix of order n. For k < n, 1 < n, and for any 
a l Qk,n and P E Ql,,,, we denote by A[ cy j/3] the k X I submatrix of A 
containing rows numbered by a! and columns numbered by P. For brevity we 
shall write A[cY] := A[ala]. 
The following definitions will be useful in the sequel. A row-initial 
(respectively, column-initial) submatrix of A is the submatrix formed by 
consecutive initial rows (columns) and consecutive columns (rows). The 
determinant of a row-initial or a column-initial submatrix is called initial 
minor. A lower (respectively upper) triangular matrix is said to be ASTP if all 
minors det A[o]/?], with LY, p E Qk,n and oi 2 pi (respectively, CY~ < &> 
for all i, are positive (all the other minors are trivially zero>. 
Seville elimination (NE) is a procedure to create zeros in a matrix by 
means of adding to a given row a suitable multiple of the previous one. For a 
nonsingular matrix A = (u,~)~ G i, G r,, 
r! 
it consists of n - 1 major steps result- 
ing in a sequence of matrices as ollows: 
A := A, + A, + ..* -A,,: 
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where A t = (a!!‘> ‘1 lai,jGn has zeros below its main diagonal in the t - 1 first 
columns. The matrix A,, , is obtained from A, (t = 1,. . . , n> according to 
the formula 
a!!) 
‘1 
i < t, 
a(t+‘) := 
“J ay - (a$‘/a;“‘,,t)u$“‘,,j 1: i>t+Iandj>t+l, (1-l) 
0 otherwise. 
In this process the element 
pij := q, l<j<n, j<i=Gn, (1.2) 
is called the (i, j) pivot of the NE of A. The process will break down if any 
of the pivots pij (j < i < n) is zero. In that case we can move the corre- 
sponding rows to the bottom and proceed with the new matrix, as described 
in [6]. Thus we have: 
REMARK 1.1. The NE of a matrix can be performed without row 
exchanges if all the pivots are nonzero. 
The pivots pii will be referred to as diagonal pivots. If all the pivots pij 
are nonzero, then pi, = ai, Vi and, by Lemma 2.6(l) of [6], 
det A[i -j + l,..., ill ,..., j] 
pij = det A[i -j + l,..., i - 111, . . . . j - I] 
(I <j < i < n). (1.3) 
The element 
mij = Pij/Pi-l,j, 1 <j < n, j < i < n, (1.4) 
is called the (i, j> multiplier of the NE of A. 
The matrix U := A, is upper triangular and has the diagonal pivots on its 
main diagonal. The complete Nevdle elimination (CNE) of a nonsingular 
matrix A consists in performing the NE of A until getting the upper 
triangular matrix U and, afterwards, proceeding with the NE of Ur (the 
transpose of U) until one obtains a diagonal matrix with the diagonal pivots 
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on its main diagonal. When we say that the CNE of A is possible without row 
or column exchanges, we mean that there have not been any row exchanges 
in the NE of A or UT. Finally, the (i, j) pivot of the CNE of A is the (i, j) 
pivot of the NE of A if i >j and the (j, i) pivot of the NE of UT if i < j. 
The multipliers of the CNE of A can be defined analogously. 
2. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR STRICT SIGN REGULARITY 
The following theorem characterizes a class of matrices that contains the 
SSR matrices. It will provide necessary conditions for the strict sign regularity 
of a square matrix. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a nonsingular n x n matrix. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The initial minors of order k of A are nonzero and have the same sign 
for each 1 < k < n. 
(ii) The CNE of A can be performed without row or column exchanges, 
with positive multipliers and nonzero diagonal pivots. 
(iii) A can be decomposed in the form A = LDU with D a diagonal 
nonsingular matrix and L (respectively, U) ASTP and lower (upper) trian- 
gular with unit diagonal. 
Proof. First we show that (i) * (ii). By Lemma 2.6 of [6] (see Remark 
1.1 above), the NE of A can be performed without row exchanges; the pivots 
pij are nonzero and have the same sign for every j and i =j, j + 1,. . . , n. 
Consequently, by (1.4) th e multipliers are all positive. 
If we denote by V the upper triangular matrix obtained from A by 
Neville elimination, then since the row-initial minors of A coincide with the 
corresponding minors of V, we can apply to the NE of VT the same 
reasoning as above to obtain (ii). 
To see that (ii) 3 (iii) we can just apply Theorem 3.1 of [9] to obtain the 
LDU factorization of A, in which L and U are ASTP by Theorems 2.2 and 
4.3 of 191. 
Finally let us prove that (iii) * (i). It is easy to check that 
det A[i, i + l,..., i + k - l/1,2 ,..., k] 
=detL[i,i+l,..., i+k-l/1,2 ,..., k] 
Xdet D[l, . . . . k] det U[I, . . . , k]. (2.1) 
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Since det L[ i, i + 1, . . . , i + k - 1]1,2, . . . , k ] > 0 because L is ASTP and 
det U[l, . . . , k] = 1, we deduce from (2.1) that all the column-initial minors 
of A are nonzero and for each k have the same sign (the sign of 
det D[l, . . . , k] = p,, +.* pkk). 
An analogous conclusion can be obtained for the row-initial minors of A 
from 
det A[1,2 ,..., kli,i + l,..., i + k - 1] 
= det L[I,. . . , k] det D[I,. .., k] 
XdetU[I,2 ,..., kli,i+l,..., i+k-11. n 
REMARK 2.2. Let us observe that, as we have seen in this proof, the sign 
of the minors of order k in condition (i) coincides with the sign of the 
product of the first k diagonal pivots of A. 
REMARK 2.3. Condition (i) of Theorem 2.1 [and consequently the equiv- 
alent conditions (ii) or (iii)] is a necessary condition for a square matrix A to 
be SSR, but it is not sufficient. For example, the matrices 
satisfy condition (i) and are not SSR. 
3. SPECIAL CLASSES OF SSR MATRICES 
Theorem 2.1 gives a necessary (not sufficient) condition for strict sign 
regularity. However, for some classes of matrices those conditions are also 
sufficient, as we shall see in this section. STP matrices play an important role 
in many fields (approximation theory, economics, mechanics, etc.). Taking 
into account Theorem 4.3 of [6], the positivity of all its initial minors is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix to be STP. Hence, for this type 
of matrices we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. L.et A be a nonsingular matrix. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) A is STP. 
(ii> The initial minors of A are positive. 
(iii) The CNE of A can be performed without row or column exchanges 
with positive multipliers and positive diagonal pivots. 
(iv) A can be decomposed as A = LDU with L (U) a lower (upper) 
ASTP matrix and D a diagonal matrix with positive entries on its main 
diagonal. 
REMARK 3.2. The proposition can be used to characterize in a similar 
way the negatives of STP matrices. For a nonsingular n X n matrix A the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(i) -A is STP. 
(ii) For each 1 < r < n, the initial minors of order r of A have the sign 
of ( - 1)‘. 
(iii) The CNE of A can be performed without row or column exchanges 
with positive multipliers and negative diagonal pivots. 
(iv) A can be decomposed as A = LDU with L (U) a lower (upper) 
ASTP matrix and D a diagonal matrix with negative entries on its main 
diagonal. 
Let us now consider matrices with all their minors negative. They will be 
referred to as strictly totally negative @TN) matrices. The main reason to 
consider them here is that STP and STN matrices play an interesting role in 
simplifying the test for strict sign regularity which will be obtained in the next 
section. 
First we need some auxiliary results and notation. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let ] be the diagonal matrix J := diag{I, 
- 1, 1, . . . ) (- l)“- ‘}, and A a nonsingular n X n matrix. The matrix A is SSR 
(or ASTP) if and only if]A-‘1 is. 
The lemma is a direct consequence of (1.32) of [1], which gives the value 
of det(JA-lJ)[a] p] for any CY, p E Qk,fl. 
The conversion of the matrix A = (aij)i G i,jG n [l, 91 is the matrix A# of 
order n whose (i,j) entry is an_i+l,n_j+l. It is straightforward to see that 
( AB)# = A#B# and ( A#)-’ = ( A-‘>#. The following theorem characterizes 
the class of STN matrices. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A be a nonsingular n X n matrix. Then A is STN if 
and only if its (n, n) entry is negative and the CNE of A can be performed 
without row or column exchanges, with positive multipliers, and with diago- 
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nal pivots pii verifying 
Pll < 0, pii > 0 Vi > 1. (3.1) 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 
and (1.3). Let us prove that it is also sufficient. By Theorem 2.1 the initial 
minors of A (one of them is det A) are negative. Therefore we have only to 
see that A is SSR. By Lemma 3.3, A is SSR if and only if so is JA-lJ. Since 
obviously a matrix A is SSR if and only if A# is, the strict sign regularity of 
A follows from that of 
B := (]A-‘J)” =J#( A-‘)#J” =J( A-‘)#J. (3.2) 
In fact, we shall prove that any minor of the submatrices B[l, 2,. . . , n - 
11, B[2,3,. . . , nil, 2,. . . , n - 11, B[1,2,. . . , 12 - 1(2,3,. . . , n], B[2,3,. . . , n] 
(that is, any minor of order not greater than n - 1 of B) is positive. The only 
minor of order n, det B = l/det A, is negative. 
Again by Theorem 2.1, A can be written in the form A = LDU with 
L, U ASTP matrices and D the diagonal matrix D = diag{ p,,, p,,, . . . , pnn}. 
Since (A-‘)# = (T1)#(D-‘)#(L-‘)# and J =I-‘, one has 
B = (l(~-‘)#l)(J(n~‘)#J)(J(L-‘)CJ). 
The matrix z := J(U-‘>#J =J(U#>-‘J [!? :=J(L-‘)#J] is lower [u=er] 
triangular with unit diagonal and, by Lemma 3.3, ASTP. The matrix D := 
J(D-‘>#J is di g a ona, with negative (n, n) entry and all the other diagonal 1 
entries positive. Now we have 
B[1,2,..., n - 11 = L[1,2 ,..., n - 1]0[1,2 ,..., n - l] 
XV[l,Z )..., n - 11, 
which, by Proposition 3.1, is STP. 
In consequence, all the row-initial minors of order not greater than n - 2 
of B[2,3,. . . , nil, 2,. . . , n - l] are positive. The column-initial minors of any 
order of this matrix (one of them --- being the whole determinant) are also 
column-initial minors of B = LDU, which, by Theorem 2.1, are positive. 
Hence, by Proposition 3.1, the matrix B[2,3, . . . , n/l, 2,. . . , n - l] is STP. 
By similar reasoning, so is the matrix B[l, 2,. . . , n - 1(2,3, . . . , n]. 
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The initial minors of order not greater than n - 2 of B[2,3,. . . , n] 
(which are minors of B[2,3,. . . , njl, 2,. . . , n - l] or B[l, 2,. . . , n - 
112,3,. . . ) n]) are also positive. For the only initial minor of order n - 1, 
which is det B[2,3,. . . , n], we have 
det B[2,3,..., n] =det(JA-‘J)*[2,3,...,n] 
= det(JA-‘J)[1,2,...,n - l] 
and, by (1.32) of [I], 
det(JA-‘J)[1,2 ,..., n - l] = 
det A[n] 
det A > 0. 
Therefore, the four submatrices B[l, 2, . . . , n - 11, B[2, 3, . . . , nl 
1,2,. . . , n - 11, B[1,2,. . . , n - 112,3,. . . , n], and B[2,3,. . . , n] are STP, B 
is SSR, and A is STN. W 
REMARK 3.5. The matrix 
shows that the condition a,,,, < 0 cannot be suppressed in Theorem 3.4. 
REMARK 3.6. By Th eorem 2.1 and (1.3), Theorem 3.4 can be reformu- 
lated in a similar way to Proposition 3.1: 
Let A = (aij)r<i,jGn be a nonsingular matrix with a,,,, < 0. Then the 
following properties are equivalent: 
(i) A is STN. 
(ii) The initial minors of A are negative. 
(iii) The CNE of A can be performed without row or column exchanges 
with positive multipliers and with diagonal pivots verifying 
Pll < 0, pii> Vi>l. (3.3) 
(iv) A can be decomposed A = LDU with L (U) a lower (upper) ASTP 
matrix and D a diagonal matrix whose entries pii on its main diagonal satisfy 
(3.3). 
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Now, as in Remark 3.2, a similar characterization can be obtained for the 
negatives of STN matrices. The sign of their initial minors of order r will be 
that of (- l>‘+ ‘, and the diagonal pivots will satisfy 
Pll > 0, Pii < 0 Vi > 1. 
4. A TEST FOR STRICT SIGN REGULARITY 
In this section it will be useful to denote A’” := A[l, 1 + 1,. . . , n]. Let us 
also denote by Pi:), . . . , p, _[+ 1, n _l+ 1 the diagonal pivots of A’“, and by (1) 
q(a) the sign of a nonzero number a. The following theorem provides a test 
to check the strict sign regularity of a matrix A. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a nonsingular n x n matrix. Then A is SSR if 
and only if the following conditions hold: 
(1) The CNE of A(l) = A can be performed without row or column 
exchanges, with positive multipliers, and with nonzero diagonal pivots 
Pll, *. . ) P,,. 
(2) sg(a,J = sg(p,,). 
(3) Let r be the integer such that sg(p,,) = *a* = sg(p,,) z 
sg( p,.+ ,, ,.+ 1) (r := n if sg( pi,) = sg( p,,) Vi). Zf r = 1, let s be the integer 
such that sg(p,,) z sg(p,,) = ... = sg(pS+l,S+l) z sg(pS+2,S+2) is := n 
- 1 $ sg( p,,) = sg( p,,) Vi > 2). Zfr > 1 (r = 11, then for each 2 < 1 < n 
- r + 1 (2 < 1 < n - s> the CNE of A(l) can be performed without row or 
column exchanges, with positive multipliers, and with nonzero diagonal 
pivots pi:’ (1 < i < n - 1 + 1) having signs 
sg( P’l?) =sg( p,,),...,sg( P%+i,.-l,l) =sg( Pn-l+l,&+l). (4.1) 
Proof. If A is SSR, then (1) holds by Theorem 2.1, and (2) is obvious. 
On the other hand, the submatrices A(‘) are also SSR and, again by Theorem 
2.1 [taking into account (1.3) to derive (4.111, (3) follows. 
Conversely, assume that (l), (21, and (3) hold. By Theorem 2.1 all the 
initial minors of order k (1 < k < n - 1 + 1) of Aa’ (1 =G 1 < n - r + 1 if 
r > 1, 1 < 1 < n - s otherwise) have the same sign [sg(p’,l: **a pi?> by 
Remark 2.21, which by (4.1) is sg( p,, *a* pkk). In the case r > 1 this implies, 
for 1 + n - r + 1, that either Acner+‘) or -A(“-‘+‘) is STP, by Proposition 
3.1 or Remark 3.2. Therefore, the sign of any minor of order k (1 < k 6 r> 
of A(“-‘+ ‘) coincides with sg( p,, *** pkk). On the other hand, any minor of 
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order k of A with consecutive rows and columns is a row-initial or a 
column-initial minor when it is considered as a minor of some matrix Ach’ 
with 1 < h < n. If h 2 n - r + 1, then the sign of that minor is sg(p,, 1.. 
pikk), since it is a minor of order k of A’” ‘+ I). If h < n - r, its sign is also 
sg( Pn .b. p,,) by the beginning of this reasoning. 
The case r = 1 is quite similar, with Acnmr+‘) replaced by A(“-‘), and 
using Remark 3.6 to prove that either A(“-“’ or -A’“-“’ is STN. For it, we 
can take into account that the (s + 1) X (s + 1) matrix A(“-“’ has a,,, as 
(s + 1, s + 1) entry and that, by (4.0, sg( unn) = sg(p,,) = @,(;-“)I 
Now the strict sign regularity of A follows from Theorem 2.5 of [l]. n 
REMARK 4.2. The sequence of the signs of the minors, that is, the 
signature sequence of the SSR matrix A (see [l]), becomes apparent as soon 
as we obtain the diagonal pivots of A and apply (1.3). 
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